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We are pleased to present the fourth Bulletin of the Arnold and Leona Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research, which has now become an annual publication. This issue of the Bulletin includes many of the sections appearing in previous ones, such as that on "Holocaust Studies in Israel" for the years 1988-1990. In addition to the informative section, we also present an interview with Prof. Dan Michman, Chairman of the Arnold and Leona Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research, on the role of Holocaust Research Institutes today.

Since the publication of our last Bulletin, the Institute has continued its public activities. In December 1990 the annual Study Day for the Tenth of Teveth was held in cooperation with the Department of Jewish History, the Department of General History, the Teachers Training Department and the Board of Education. Lecturers included Dr. Zohar Shavit, Dr. Chana Yaoz, Dr. Chava Eshkoli. Teachers training workshops were held after the lecture portion was concluded.

On May 21, 1990 Dr. Avraham Barkai delivered a lecture on Nazi Economy and Anti-Jewish Policy, held in the framework of the Interdepartmental Seminar. The seminar is being coordinated by Dr. Chava Eshkoli.

Information regarding the Institute's research activities appear in the "Research and Projects" section of the Bulletin.

Dr. Judith Tydor Baumel
Editor, The Bulletin
Research and Projects

* Prof. N. Katzburg, spent the second semester of the 1989-1990 year abroad on sabbatical leave. Part of the semester was spent in Hungary. In 1990 Prof. Katzburg retired as Chairman of the Institute.

* Prof. Dan Michman has succeeded Prof. Katzburg as Chairman of the Arnold and Leona Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research. During the 1990-1991 academic year he delivered several lectures at various symposia, including a Study Day for teachers held under the Institute's auspices in commemoration of the Tenth of Teveth. In addition to preparing several studies on Historiography, Religious Life During the Holocaust and "Headships and Leadership", Prof. Michman has devoted much effort to preparing the proceedings of the the conferences held by the Institute since 1986, for publication.

* Dr Judith Tydor Baumel continued her study of the "Beth Jacob" Institutions during the Holocaust. She made final corrections on her book A Voice of Lament which is to be published by Bar-Ilan University Press. She has also coordinated the editorial board of Keshev 2, a research publication of the Institute. In 1990 her book Unfulfilled Promise: Rescue and Resettlement of Jewish Refugee Children in the United States 1934-1945 was published by the Denali Press.

* Dr. Chava Eshkoli continued her project on "The Mizrahi Facing the Holocaust". For this purpose she interviewed the prominent religious zionist leader, Dr. Joseph Burg. Since 1990 she has also coordinated the Interdepartmental Seminar. Her book on Mapai and the Holocaust
1939-1942 has been accepted for publication by Yad Yitzhak Ben-Zvi of Jerusalem.

* Dr. Joseph Karniel continued preparing a guide to a bibliography about Orthodox Jewry in Austria between the two World Wars.

* Dr. Yehuda Ben-Avner has completed the preparation of a detailed card catalogue of material dealing with Orthodox German Jewry from the orthodox weekly Der Israelit. The material has been translated into Hebrew and will be published in booklet form as a reference work for scholars. An explanatory article will be included in the booklet.

* Dr. Penina Meizlish completed her research on the "Mizrachi" and "Torah Ve'Avodah" in Poland during the first years of the Holocaust. She has also devoted much effort to transcribing and annotating the personal diary Viktor Hayyut, an important Jewish personage who served on the Lvov (Lemberg) City Council during the 1920's and 1930's.

* Mrs. Rivka Knoller has continued collecting material for the project on The Holocaust in the Eyes of the Orthodox among the D.P.'s. under the guidance of Prof. Gershon Greenberg, a research fellow of the Institute. She is also continuing her project on the Denial of the Holocaust. In preparation for the international conference, she prepared an up-to-date and enlarged version of the bibliography on the Denial of the Holocaust which had appeared in 1989. The booklet was distributed to institutions and individuals both in Israel and abroad and was widely acclaimed. We also received a response from the President of the State of Israel and the Government Secretary (which
added several Government decisions to his letter). The World Union of Jewish lawyers against Denial of the Holocaust was also impressed by the booklet and we are in contact with them regarding future cooperation. A meeting on this matter will be held between the head of the organization, Judge Hadassah Ben-Ito, and Prof. Michman and Mrs. Knoller.

* Mrs. Zippi Berman coordinated the secretarial workings of the Institute and the typing of the various Institute publications.

* Mrs. Ruth Berkeley assisted by Mrs. Esther Drenger continued cataloging and arranging the library books of the Institute. During the year, many books on the Holocaust were donated to the library. These were donated by centers for Political Education in Germany, by institutions in Israel and by private individuals and authors. The Encyclopedia of the Holocaust was purchased by the library as was a 15 volume series of photocopied articles edited by Michael Marrus. This series was purchased in cooperation with the Blechner Fund.
Holocaust Studies in Israel 1987 - 1990

Various Holocaust related topics are presently being taught in six Israeli universities: The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Haifa University, Tel-Aviv University, Bar-Ilan University, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev and the Open University of Israel. Courses on the Holocaust are also being taught at the Kibbutz Seminar - Teachers College in Tel-Aviv. The previous issue of the Bulletin contained information regarding Holocaust studies in Israel between 1983-1987. In this issue we present the continuation of this survey, covering the years 1987 to 1990. Our survey includes a listing course titles, names of lecturers teaching these courses, type and length of course, framework in which it is taught. As of the date of publication, we have not received information regarding the courses given at Tel-Aviv University on Holocaust related subjects. We hope to include this information in the next issue of the Bulletin.
## Key to tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Seminar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Tutorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ</td>
<td>Institute of Contemporary Jewry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH</td>
<td>Jewish History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>General History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>Holocaust Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>Hebrew Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHS</td>
<td>Institute of Holocaust Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LY</td>
<td>Limudei Yesod (Introductory courses in Judaism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>Teachers Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Bachelors Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Masters Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>trimester</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example: a course listed as: $S/2hr.y$ CJ/MA

is a Seminar given for two hours a week as a yearly course at the Institute of Contemporary Jewry in the Master's Degree program.
# 1987-1988

**The Hebrew University of Jerusalem**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lecturer</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Type/Length</th>
<th>Dept. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Y. Gutman</td>
<td>Rescue Attempts of Jews from Nazi Occupied Countries</td>
<td>LS/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Y. Bauer</td>
<td>Research Examples during the Holocaust</td>
<td>S/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Y. Bauer</td>
<td>Hungarian and Rumanian Jewry During the Holocaust</td>
<td>S/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Y. Bauer</td>
<td>American Jewry and the DPs</td>
<td>S/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Y. Gutman</td>
<td>Jewish Resistance in Nazi Europe</td>
<td>S/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D. Bankier</td>
<td>Antisemitism and Jewish Response</td>
<td>LT/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D. Bankier</td>
<td>Emigration of German Jews and their Absorption</td>
<td>LS/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. S. Ezrahi</td>
<td>Literature and Historic Memory</td>
<td>S/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. H. Avni</td>
<td>The Jewish Establishment during WWII in Latin America</td>
<td>LS/4hr.s</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D. Ofer</td>
<td>Zionism and the Yishuv vis a vis the Holocaust 1933-1948</td>
<td>S/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Y. Gutman</td>
<td>Fascism, Nazism and the Jewish Question</td>
<td>S/2hr.y</td>
<td>CJ/MA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prof. A. Katz/ The American Television Series "Holocaust"
Prof. Y. Bauer/ LT/2hr. y CJ/MA
Prof. Y. Nir
- Introduction to the Holocaust
Prof. E. Schneid
Existential and Theological Thought on the Holocaust

Bar-Ilan University

Dr. D. Michman Introduction to the Holocaust L/2hr. y JH/BA
Mrs. C. Eshkoli Introduction to the Holocaust L/2hr. y JH/BA
Mrs. C. Eshkoli The Yishuv and the Holocaust T/2hr. y JH/BA
Dr. D. Michman Emancipation, Assimilation and Jewish Identity S/2hr. y JH/BA
Yiddish Holocaust Literature S/2hr. y HL/BA
Dr. C. Yaoz The Holocaust in Hebrew Lit. L/2hr. y HL/BA
Mrs. C. Eshkoli From Antisemitism to Hol. L/2hr. y LY/BA
Dr. D. Michman From Antisemitism to Hol. L/2hr. y LY/BA

Haifa University

Dr. A. Cochavi The Free World and the Jews During 1933 - 1945 T/4hr. s GH/BA
Dr. A. Cochavi The D.P.'s in Europe after WWII S/4hr. s GH/BA
Dr. A. Cochavi Nazi Ideology L+T/2hr. s GH/BA
Ben-Gurion University

Prof. A. Applefeld  Holocaust Literature  S/4hr.s  HL/BA
Prof. S. Redlich  Murderer, Victim and World Reaction  S/2hr.y  JH/BA
Dr. R. Zariz/ Mrs. C. Yablonka
Prof. S. Redlich  Regime and Society in Nazi Germany  S/4hr.s  JH/BA
Prof. D. Lasker  Philosophical Reactions to the Hol.  L/2hr.y  JH/BA

The Open University of Israel

Dr. D. Michman/  Days of Holocaust and Reckoning  L+T/y  BA
Dr. Y. Weitz/  (self study from booklets, 1800 pages,
Mr. G. Greif/  symposia, movies).
Dr. J. Baumel

Seminar Hakibutzim

Mr. A. Atzili/ U. Lapidot/ General Holocaust Course  L/2hr.s  HS
A. Horowitz
Dr. N. Keren  The Holocaust  L/2hr.y  JH
Dr. N. Keren  Teaching the Holocaust  S/2hr.y  JH
Mr. A. Atzili  Youth Movements During the Hol.  S/2hr.y  JH
Mr. A Horowitz  Rescue During the Holocaust  L/2hr.y  JH
Mr. U. Lapidot  Concentration Camps and Extermination Camps
1988-1989

The Hebrew University

Prof. Y. Bauer  The Holocaust in Present View  S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Prof. Y. Gutman  Youth Movements in Europe  LS/2hr.s  CJ/MA
during the Holocaust
Prof. Y. Bauer  Jewish Youth Movements in  LS/2hr.s  CJ/MA
Western Europe During the Holocaust
Prof. Y. Gutman  The Uniqueness of the Lodz  S/2hr.s  CJ/MA
Ghetto
Dr. D. Bankier  The Road to the Final Solution  S/4hr.s  CJ/MA
Dr. S. Ezralah  The Holocaust in Heb. Lit.  LS/4hr.s  CJ/MA
Dr. H. Lavy  The DPs and Eretz Yisrael  S/4hr.s  CJ/MA
Prof. M. Altschuler  Soviet Jews During and  LS/2hr.y  CJ/MA
after WWII
-  Introduction to the Holocaust  LT/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Prof. A. Ravitsky  Theological Reactions to  S/2hr.y  JP/MA
Zionism

Bar-Ilan University

Dr. D. Michman  Antisemitism as a Political  T/2hr.s  JH/BA
and Social Phenomenon
Dr. D. Michman  Introduction to the Holocaust  L/2hr.y  JH/BA
Dr. D. Michman  Jewish Leadership during the  S/2hr.y  JH/MA
1930's and 1940's
Mrs. C. Eshkoli  The Yishuv and the Holocaust  T/2hr.y  JH/BA
Dr. C. Yacoz  The Holocaust in Hebrew Lit.  L/2hr.y  HL/BA
Mrs. C. Eshkoli  From Antisemitism to Hol.  L/2hr.y  LY/BA
Dr. D. Michman  From Antisemitism to Hol.  L/2hr.y  LY/BA

Haifa University

Prof. P. Rose  The History of Antisemitism (Eng.)  L+T/2hr.s  GH/BA

Ben-Gurion University

Prof. A. Applefeld  The Rise of Holocaust as a Topic in Hebrew Literature  L/2hr.s  HL/BA
Prof. S. Redlich/ Dr. R. Zariz/ Mrs. C. Yablonka  Murderer, Victim and World Reaction  S/2hr.y  JH/BA

Prof. S. Redlich  Regime and Society in Nazi Germany  S/4hr.s  JH/BA

The Open University of Israel

Dr. D. Michman/ Dr. Y. Weitz/ Mr. G. Greif/ Dr. J. Baumel  Days of Holocaust and Reckoning  L+T/y  BA

(self study from booklets, 1800 pages, symposia, movies)
Seminar Hakibutzim

Mr. A. Atzili/ General Holocaust Course L/2hr.s HS
U. Lapidot/ A. Horowitz
Dr. N. Keren The Holocaust L/2hr.y JH
Dr. N. Keren Teaching the Holocaust S/2hr.y JH
Mr. A. Atzili Youth Movements During the Hol. S/2hr.y JH
Mr. A. Horowitz Rescue During the Holocaust L/2hr.y JH
Mr. U. Lapidot Concentration Camps and Extermination L/2hr.y JH
Camps

1989-1990

The Hebrew University

Prof. Y. Gutman Warsaw Jewry During WWII S/2hr.s CJ/MA
Prof. Y. Bauer The Vilna Ghetto S/2hr.s CJ/MA
Prof. Y. Gutman Rescue Attempts in Eastern S/2hr.s CJ/MA
Europe during the Holocaust
Prof. Y. Bauer Rescue Attempts in Central S/2hr.s CJ/MA
Europe during the Holocaust
Prof. Y. Gutman Jewish Leadership in Eastern S/2hr.s CJ/MA
Europe during the Holocaust
Prof. Y. Bauer Jewish Leadership in Western S/2hr.s CJ/MA
Europe during the Holocaust
Prof. H. Avni Jewish Organization in Latin S/2hr.y CJ/MA
America during and after the Holocaust
Dr. S. Almog Zionism and Jewish Self Hatred S/2hr.y CJ/MA
Dr. H. Lavsky  European Jews After the Holocaust  S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
-  Introduction to the Holocaust  LT/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Prof. A. Ravitsky  Theological Reactions to  T+S/2hr.y  JP/BA
Prof. E. Schweid  Justifying God in Jewish Holocaust Related Thought  S/2hr.y  JP/MA

Bar-Ilan University

Dr. D. Michman  Western Europe and the Holocaust  T/2hr.y  JH/BA
Dr. D. Michman  Introduction to the Holocaust  L/2hr.y  JH/BA
Dr. C. Eshkoli  The Yishuv and the Holocaust  L/2hr.y  JH/BA
Dr. D. Michman  Holocaust Historiography  S/2hr.y  JH/BA
Dr. C. Yaoz  The Holocaust in Hebrew Lit.  L/2hr.y  HL/BA
Dr. D. Michman  From Antisemitism to Hol.  L/2hr.y  LY/BA
Dr. C. Eshkoli  From Antisemitism to Hol.  L/2hr.y  LY/BA

Ben-Gurion University

Prof. S. Redlich  Nazi Germany and the Holocaust  L/4hr.s  JH/BA
Prof. Y. Oppenheim  Nazi Anti-Jewish Policy  S/2hr.y  JH/BA

The Open University of Israel

Dr. D. Michman/  Days of Holocaust and Reckoning  L+T/y  BA
Dr. Y. Weitz/  (self study from booklets, 1800 pages,  
Mr. G. Greif/ Dr. J. Baumel  symposia, movies).
Seminar Hakibutzim

Mr. A. Atzili/ U. Lapidot/ General Holocaust Course  L/2hr.s  HS
A. Horowitz

Dr. N. Keren  The Holocaust  L/2hr.y  JH
Dr. N. Keren  Teaching the Holocaust  S/2hr.y  JH
Mr. A. Atzili  Youth Movements During the Hol.  S/2hr.y  JH
Mr. A Horowitz  Rescue During the Holocaust  L/2hr.y  JH
Mr. U. Lapidot  Concentration Camps and Extermination L/2hr.y  JH

Camps

1990-1991

The Hebrew University

Prof. Y. Bauer  Negotiations Between Jews and S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Nazis
Prof. Y. Bauer  Czechoslovakian Jewry during S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
the Holocaust
Prof. Y. Bauer  The SS and the "Final Solution" S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Dr. D. Bankier  Society and Antisemitism in the L/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Third Reich
Prof. Y. Gutman  Jewish Resistance in the Ghettos S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Prof. Y. Gutman  Historiography of Nazism and the S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Prof. D. Kulka  Holocaust
Prof. Y. Gutman  Antisemitism in Poland in the S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
20th Century
Dr. S. Almog  Nationalism and Antisemitism  S/2hr.y  CJ/MA
Introduction to the Holocaust  LT/2hr.y CJ/MA
Prof. G. Shaked  The Holocaust in Hebrew and  S/2hr.y HL/MA
World Literature

Bar-Ilan University

Prof. D. Michman  Introduction to the Holocaust  L/2hr.y JH/BA
Dr. Y. Zur  Introduction to the Holocaust  L/2hr.y JH/BA
Prof. D. Michman  European Jewish During the  S/2hr.y JH/BA
First Years After the Holocaust

Prof. D. Michman  Assistance, Rescue and Day by  L/2hr.y JH/MA
Day Struggle as forms of Jewish Survival
During the Holocaust

Dr. C. Yaoz  The Holocaust in Hebrew Lit.  L/2hr.y HL/BA
Prof. D. Michman  From Antisemitism to Hol.  L/2hr.y LY/BA
Dr. C. Eshkoli  From Antisemitism to Hol.  L/2hr.y LY/BA

Ben-Gurion University

Mr. T. Friling  The Yishuv During WWII  L+T/2hr.y JH/BA
Dr. C. Yablonka  From D.P's in Europe to  L/2hr.y JH/BA
Survivors in Palestine
Dr. R. Liberman  From Emancipation to Holocaust  L/2hr.y JH/BA
The Open University of Israel

Dr. D. Michman/ Days of Holocaust and Reckoning L+T/y BA
Mr. Y. Weitz/ (self study from booklets, 1800 pages,
Mr. G. Greif/ symposia, movies).
Mrs. J. Baumel

Seminar Hakibutzim

Mr. A. Atzili/ U. Lapidot/ General Holocaust Course L/2hr.s HS
A. Horowitz
Dr. N. Keren The Holocaust L/2hr.y JH
Dr. N. Keren Teaching the Holocaust S/2hr.y JH
Mr. A. Atzili Youth Movements During the Hol. S/2hr.y JH
Mr. A. Horowitz Rescue During the Holocaust L/2hr.y JH
Mr. U. Lapidot Concentration Camps and Extermination L/2hr.y JH
Camps
Interview with Prof. Dan Michman, Chairman of the Arnold and Leona Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research

The following interview was conducted with Prof. Dan Michman in May 1991 upon the completion of his first year as Chairman of the Arnold and Leona Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research:

Q. Prof. Michman, what are your goals for the Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research?
A. First we must remember that we are discussing a University research institute and not a public one. In other words, we are dependent upon a limited funding source, and this naturally lessens our possibilities for the number of projects being carried out and future expansion. This limitation permeates every aspect of the Institute's functioning. I therefore hope, that the first thing we will accomplish is to broaden our financial base through donations, thus expanding our research possibilities in the future.

Q. What are the topics in which the Institute intends to specialize?
A. Almost every university in Israel maintains a Holocaust Research Institute, as do many universities abroad. The Finkler Institute finds its niche in specializing in the following aspects of Holocaust Research:

   a. Territorially - we plan to concentrate primarily upon the study of Western and Central Europe. Most Holocaust research up until now has concentrated upon Eastern Europe, particularly Poland. Here at the Institute, we have a selection of researchers who specialize in
Central and Western European countries and who have no language barrier (French, German, Dutch) to researching this part of the world. We therefore can see this as our territorial base for research.

b. Topically – we plan to concentrate upon various aspects of the topic Religion and the Holocaust, as interpreted in the broadest sense. In other words, we are not limiting ourselves to the orthodox concept of "religion" and are devoting time to the study of Liberal and Reform Jewry under Nazi Rule.

c. Chronologically – we are not limiting ourselves solely to the period which ends with the end of the Second World War, but are broadening the scope of our research to include the post-war D.P. experience.

Q. Prof. Michman, how do you see the Institute cooperating with research bodies in Israel and abroad?

A. Until now we have enjoyed excellent reciprocal relationships with research institutes in Israel. These include Yad Vashem, the Strochlitz Institute in Haifa, Ot Va'ed and many others. In addition, I have deepened the contacts with research institutes in Europe, in order to integrate Israeli and European research on the Holocaust. These include research institutes in Germany, Holland, Belgium and Italy. Until now, European Holocaust research, centering primarily around research being carried out in Germany, has been isolated from Israeli research and vice versa. Similarly, both trends have been isolated from Holocaust research being carried out in the United States. One of the important goals of the Finkler Institute is to integrate research being carried out throughout the world on the topic of the Holocaust and to coordinate further research on this topic.
Forthcoming soon: **Keshev II**

**Table of Contents**

**English Section:**

**Studies**
- Karl A. Schleunes: The Diabolical City of Adolf Hitler and National Socialism - An Essay on Kitsch and Salvation
- Steven T. Katz: Comparing the Gypsy and Jewish Experience During the Holocaust
- Gershon Greenberg: Holiness and Catastrophe: Simcha Elberg's Akedath Treblinka of 1946
- William B. Helmreich: Holocaust Survivor Communities in the United States: A Sociological Perspective

**Book Survey**
- Yehuda Ben-Avner, Vom orthodoxen Judentum in Deutschland zwischen zwei Weltkriegen [Judith Tydor Baumel]

**English Abstracts of Hebrew Section Contributors**

**Hebrew Section:**

- Dan Michman: Introduction

**Studies**
- Zvi Bacharach: Nationalism and Propaganda in Nazi Ideology
- Dan Michman: Problematics of Research on Religious Jewry During the Holocaust
- Hillel Weiss: Remarks on the Topic of the Holocaust in Agnon's Writings
- Henry Schorr: Prof. Shmuel Davidson's Contribution to the Study of Holocaust Trauma
- Chana Yaoz, Margalit Rosenbuch: Interview with Aharon Appelfeld

**Book Reviews**
- Between Spark and Flame: "Irgun Brit Zion" during the Second World War (Heb.) (edited and introduced by Dov Levin) [Judith Tydor Baumel]
- Facing the Nazi Enemy 1939-1945, Fighters Recall vol. 3 (Heb.) (edited by Gen. (Res.) Gershon Rivlin) [Dan Michman]
- Zorach Warhaftig, Refugee and Remnant During the Holocaust (Heb.), [Efraim Zuroff]
- De Dagboeken van Anne Frank [Dan Michman]
- George Klar, The Last Waltz in Vienna: The Destruction of a Family 1842-1942 (Heb.) [Joseph Karniel]

**Hebrew Abstracts of English Section Contributors**

(Keshev II may be ordered through the Finkler Institute)
Forthcoming soon:

"A Voice of Lament": The Holocaust and Prayer
("Kol Bechiyot: Hashoah Vehatefilah")

by: Judith Tydor Baumer

The book is result of a seven year study carried out by Dr. Judith Tydor Baumer of the Institute of Holocaust Research at Bar-Ilan University. It examines the connection between the Holocaust and special Jewish prayers - both those written during the Holocaust and those composed afterwards in memory of its victims - from the historical, liturgical and theological aspects, with primary emphasis placed upon the first of the three.

The book is divided into two sections:

Part A serves as the historical framework of the study and examines various situations in which special Jewish Holocaust-related prayers were written. Each of the chapters in this section is devoted to one of these situations and analyzes the conditions under which the prayers were composed, their historical and theological implications, and their phrasing. Among the situations covered are occupied Europe, the Free World during the Holocaust, and the Jewish world after the Holocaust. A separate chapter examines the results of a survey taken among the Chief Rabbis and prominent rabbinical leaders throughout the world, vis a vis their relationship to the Holocaust and the possibility of composing a single memorial prayer for Holocaust victims which could be accepted by most of the Jewish world.

Part B includes the texts of over 60 Holocaust-related prayers from all Jewish denominations - Ultra-orthodox, Orthodox, Conservative, Reform and Reconstructionist. The book also includes a source list of studies and surveys of Religious Jewish life during and after the Holocaust.

(the book may be ordered through the Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research)
Publications

The Arnold and Leona Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research is offering readers of the Bulletin an opportunity of purchasing Institute publications at a significant discount. Prices quoted include postage and handling. The following publications are now available:

   $3.00/7.20 shekel

   $15.00/36.00 shekel

   $12.50/30.00 shekel

   $7.50/18.00 shekel
   $15.00/36.00 shekel

   $15.00/36.00 shekel

7) Keshev: Sources and Studies (Heb.) vol. 1 (1985), 65+XIIP. 
   $7.50/18.00 shekel

   $7.50/18.00 shekel

   $7.50/18.00 shekel

    $3.00/7.20 shekel
11) Chana Yaoz, The Holocaust - Articles on Holocaust Literature (Heb.), Ramat Gan, Department of Education, Bar-Ilan University, n.d. in conjunction with the Arnold and Leona Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research, 75p.

$4.00/9.60 shekel


$4.00/9.60 shekel


$4.00/9.60 shekel


$4.00/9.60 shekel